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APOSTATE BODIES: NIMRÓD ANTAL’S KONTROLL AND EASTERN-EUROPEAN 
IDENTITY POLITICS
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Kontroll
2
 was shown in Hungarian cinemas only a couple of months before the country joined the 
European Union, at a time when Hungary’s relation to Europe–one of the most fundamental issues of Hungarian 
identity politics–was very much at the forefront of public discourse.3 In 2003, before the economic crisis and the 
waves of social-ideological shift that it brought about, Europe seemed a much more ideal place, and it especially 
appeared so in the eyes of most Hungarians,
4
 at the eastern margins of Europe, freshly liberated from the 
debilitating rule of state-party socialist dictatorship. Though Nimród Antal declared in several interviews that he 
did not intend to make a specifically Hungarian film, this story of miserable ticket inspectors struggling in the 
Budapest underground connects intimately with issues of national and/or European identity, shifting ideologies, 
gender and body politics. Steve Jobbit rightly states that “it is hard to imagine anyone in Hungary seeing 
Kontroll as anything other than a quintessentially Hungarian film”,5 and in my opinion Kontroll became a cult 
film in Hungary precisely because of its ironic and witty staging of these issues of identity and politics, 
presented from the unique perspective of an ex-patriot Hungarian living in Los Angeles. Kontroll creatively 
juxtaposes “Eastern” and “Western” narrative patterns, characters, perspectives, ideologies and fantasies, and it 
may be precisely this complex intercultural perspective that creates its uniquely reflective view of history and 
identity. 
Most of these issues are written on the characters’ bodies and on such other material “bodies” of the 
mise-en-scène as the spaces of the Budapest underground where the entire film is set; the clothes, furniture, 
lights, food and drinks. Film can only record what is visible and physical, yet these bodies on the screen are 
culturally and ideologically shaped, they communicate, tell stories. As critics like Michel Foucault, Kaja 
Silverman or Judith Butler have convincingly argued, both the body and the mental image of the self are 
produced through a process of internalization and incorporation of culturally manufactured, idealised images 
(see Butler’s Gender Trouble or Silverman’s The Threshold of the Visible World for example). Consequently, 
reading these bodies may help one understand the transforming ideological and cultural patterns of the time: the 
shifts in forms of masculinity, changes of social values, ideologies and possible identities. In many ways, 
Kontroll offers a very detailed view of the post-communist subject in 2003, a picture that may lead to slight 
reformulations in the theories of subjectivity, power and identity by the above mentioned thinkers. The present 
paper follows the footsteps of Steve Jobbit, who first connected the film with the political and ideological issues 
of its time, and relates the ideological crisis of post-communist Hungary with the analysis of the male bodies on 
the screen. With the help of some post-Foucauldian and post-Lacanian theories of subjectivity and the body, 
these investigations will lead to a theoretically and culturally informed redefinition of Hungarian post-
communist masculinities. 
The very first shot of the film takes the spectator down into the Budapest underground: we see the 
subway escalator moving downwards, into the dark abyss, there is no one around. The only living soul is a tipsy, 
wantonly dressed blonde woman (Enikő Eszenyi), going down the staircase, desperately trying to open a bottle 
of champagne and keep her balance on the stairs (Fig. 2-1). She is swagging, with uncontrolled movements, her 
black and red clothes are dishevelled, and she has a cigarette in her mouth and a piercing in her navel, when she 
leans on the railing of the travelling staircase it slightly pulls off her skirt. 
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The cold, empty spaces and the figure of the blonde, prostitute-looking woman evoke the world of 
thrillers and horror films; however, her body’s movements and cinematic representation follow the satirical 
vision of burlesque Eastern-European cinema. Finally, she manages to open the champagne, which splatters all 
over the place. She drinks from it, then, leaving the bottle behind, she swags to the platform, and she stands 
alone there, teetering on the empty, deserted platform. The metro is not coming; she is only surrounded by the 
cold, fearful underground spaces. She stares into the darkness of the tunnel (Fig. 2-2), then in a counter shot that 
seems to evoke Nietzsche from Beyond Good and Evil, the darkness stares back at her.
6
 The lights fade for a 
moment and the woman suddenly falls under the train sweeping past. The next shot shows one of her red high-
heel shoes lying flat and deserted (Fig. 2-3): the synecdochic-allegorical signifier of a destitute, traumatized 
subjectivity. When the doors open, there is no one to step on the train; the camera shows the tilted red shoe lying 
in front of the open door, composed in one shot (Fig. 2-4). What we see are the remains of a destroyed, fragile 
life. 
Though the exaggerated, caricature-like gestures of acting evoke the satirical view of human beings 
well-known from Hungarian cinema, and the not-necessarily-erotic view of the woman’s buttock with the 
slightly slipped off skirt may remind one of the often slightly grotesque Eastern-European cinematic bodies 
identified by Anikó Imre,7 the opening sequence also creates an inter-filmic context of more or less mainstream 
works. The empty, yet threateningly alive spaces of the metro may remind one of the ghost-like Nostromo in the 
early scenes of Ridley Scott’s Alien (1979) as well as the psychotic spaces of David Lynch, and the death of a 
prostitute-like woman evokes splatter horror films. What I find telling in these cinematic allusions is that all 
these films take the spectator to the margins of human existence, to a no man’s land, where human beings face 
some kind of a crisis, where there are monsters lurking around the corner, ones that are somehow inseparable 
from us, humans, from the characters and the darkness in their hearts. 
It may seem strange that a film which focuses so much on men devotes so much attention and detail to 
this woman, yet her story functions as an allegorical introduction to several motifs and–interestingly–the male 
characters. Her going down to the abyss of the underground establishes the basic spatial figurative framework of 
the film, its “dark and ominous topography”;8 her wanton looks, tipsy walk and dishevelled clothes may signify 
the lack or looseness of moral integrity or control (characteristic of most main characters); and her wobbling on 
the edge of the platform, her sudden, violent death, and the red shoe left behind may be taken as a definition of 
human subjectivity in the film’s spaces. The scene is a prelude, which also creates the context and major motifs 
for the second scene, the introduction of the protagonist, Bulcsú (Sándor Csányi). By the time we see him, we 
already associate the Budapest metro with coldness, psychosis, death, moral looseness and the disintegration of 
order or control. The human subject is defined as a victim and a woman, someone in crisis and in danger, 
simultaneously funny, grotesque and tragic, one who somehow ended up wobbling on the platform in high heels 
on a drunken night. 
The second scene shows Bulcsú sleeping on the platform (Fig. 2-5). The neon lights turn on, and he 
slowly wakes up. His figure, lying on his side on the cold pavement, in the large spaces of an underground 
station, reminds the spectator of the red shoe the film let us contemplate for several seconds in the previous shot. 
Apparently, both Bulcsú and the shoe were swept over by a force larger than them, that is how they came down 
and ended up here, alone. Bulcsú sits up, and blood starts slowly flowing from his nose (Fig. 2-6). The black of 
his clothes as well as the red of his blood and mouth establish further figurative connections between him and 
the victim of the previous scene and her deserted shoe. This is not the wakening of a hero: there is no sunshine, 
no horizon to look at, no strength, only a lonely, pale, deserted body. The bleeding nose, the openness of the 
body, the wound (of which we shall see much more during the film) communicates trauma. In a 
psychoanalytical context the bleeding nose would imply castration: it is a man wounded, lonely, poor, and 
deprived of social status and power. The protagonist of Kontroll is a homeless, underprivileged, wounded, 
traumatized, bleeding man, a victim who has been taken down by events and circumstances that we never really 
learn. What we see of him is a leftover, a reminder of a (supposedly) proper person that he used to be. Now he is 
cast out, cast down, he dwells in this underworld, in the dark spaces that the woman in the first scene looked 
into for a second. He is simultaneously a victim, a banished, fallen undercover prince, and–because of his 
physical, metonymic connection with these underground spaces–he is an embodiment of the abyss itself. 
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The opening scenes of the film already make it clear that the bodies and identities the spectator may 
expect to appear in Kontroll are quite unlike the ones seen in Hollywood productions. They are organized by a 
different inner logic, shaped by different assumptions about the world and what it means to be a man. This 
difference and peculiarity, though obviously less flattering to watch, smells like home for the Eastern-European 
spectator. The dishevelled, bleeding, unstitched bodies we encounter in Kontroll are exciting partly because they 
reveal the cracks in the order of the human world. This film–set in the Budapest underground, at the edge of the 
civilized world, “on the margins of 21st century Europe”,9 in this post-communist wasteland of a country waking 
up from the euphoria of its “return to Europe” with a severe hangover–follows a politics of the body and identity 
that is markedly different from the patterns operating in the historically more privileged first world or 
mainstream cinema. 
One of the most striking characteristics of the body-politics of the film is that almost all of its main 
characters are men. Apparently, from the point of view of gender politics, Kontroll follows the conservative 
norms of the region, as it tells stories of men, and mostly male bodies carry the figurative meanings of its social-
cultural allegory. Several critics have pointed out the conservative aspects of Eastern European gender politics; 
according to Anikó Imre the repeated affirmation of traditional male gender roles and the slower pace of 
women’s emancipation may be a result of a compensatory mechanism for frustrated national pride: 
 
I argue … that local nationalisms have historically tried to compensate for their permanent cultural, political, and 
geographic instability by sustaining especially strict and conservative regimes of gender. Nationalism has not only 
rendered gendered and sexualized minorities virtually invisible but has also placed the entire burden of 
representing the nation on men, a burden men could only fail to carry. Sociological data show, again and again, the 
abhorrent health statistics, life expectancy, record-high suicide rate, and alcoholism of Eastern European men.10 
 
Kontroll, as most Eastern European films with dark humour and grotesque elements, does not stage the 
celebration of traditional male gender roles so well-known in mainstream cinema: it focuses on men, but it does 
so in order to tell stories about the crisis of these traditional, conservative values. As the analysis of the first two 
scenes indicated above, the protagonist Bulcsú is clearly emasculated and feminized from the very beginning. 
The male bodies of the ticket controllers are unwashed, badly dressed, dishevelled and wounded, they all look 
like “dysfunctional” “misfits”,11 outcast, homeless people trying to make the best of a dire situation.12 They are 
just as stripped, deprived and post-traumatic, as the metro’s dirty, cold, graffiti-laden spaces.13 Their deprivation 
is economic, cultural and sexual at the same time: they literally live under the level and standards of normal 
society; they are distinctly single, poor underdogs. They are the losers of history, who could not make it in the 
upper world, ended up here, and now they seem to know that there is nowhere else really to go. However, this 
does not register in the spectator as something depressing: in their case, the crisis of masculinity is 
simultaneously sad and funny, pathetic and lovable. 
Apparently, according to the value system of the film, this is quite all right, the masculinities shaped by 
the official, dominant or hegemonic ideologies and fantasies are not the only possible ones, certainly there is life 
outside (or rather under) these ideological domains. This seems to be exactly what the film tries to show: lives, 
identities and bodies outside or under the dominant social fiction, mainstream ideology and privileged groups, 
lives, identities and bodies in a world without idealization. Of course, most characters do attempt to assume 
privileged formations of masculinity, they try to apply traditional, ennobling, idealizing inscriptions to their 
bodies: they try to start conversations with pretty women on the subway (Tibi, Muki), they perform Kung-Fu 
exercises on the platform while waiting for the first morning train (Muki), they explain things to others in a 
serious tone, pretending to be of competence (the Professor), and of course they try to embody authority and 
control in their interactions with the travelling public. In other words, they attempt to give form, coherence and 
meaning to the male body according to the fantasies and figurations that support the positive, idealizing 
operation of masculinities in Western culture. Of course, it all fails: the Kung-Fu exercise is a parody of bad 
Kung-Fu movies (Muki’s body does not turn into the noble body of a warrior), women do not take them 
seriously (the male body is not made glamorous by the desire of the other–a woman remarks that she can tell 
that Muki has a small penis), the Professor’s arguments sound like those of an obsessive smart-ass (the male 
body, in contrast with the Socratic tradition, is not beautified and ennobled by wisdom), and the passengers keep 
tricking, escaping, disregarding, cursing and beating them (so the body is not organized or uplifted into an ideal 
form by power either). 
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Thus, Kontroll’s main characters are not only unorganized from the point of view of their work-
efficiency (the main source of comedy in the film), but also regarding the constructions of their corporeal 
identities. The most important bodily signifier of this lack of successful cultural construction is probably the 
openness of the body, its excessive, transgressive, overflowing nature, which is an established corporeal 
metaphor for the transgression of order at least since the pornographic-philosophical writings of the Marquis de 
Sade. Bulcsú’s nose is bleeding, and the scars on his body grow in number each day; in one scene the Professor 
pisses himself; Muki often loses control over his own body and faints because of his narcolepsy; once Tibi 
vomits on the Professor; and Lecsó simply stinks from several meters’ distance. Anikó Imre regards this kind of 
grotesque humour focusing on the abject body a major element of Easter European male identities,
14
 which 
markedly differentiates these bodies and identities from their western counterparts. 
Similar methods of de-idealization may work, even if in less apparent ways, in other practices of 
biopolitical importance, as eating and drinking. Muki eats the cheap, unhealthy “shit” (as the Professor calls it) 
of the underground’s local fast food buffet–French fries with lots of ketchup on a paper plate for breakfast; at 
night in a stationed subway car we find Uncle Béla, the train driver, eating onions and bacon–the traditional 
rural Hungarian kind without meat parts,100% pork grease, and when he finds him, Bulcsú gladly joins him; 
Uncle Béla also drinks pálinka–traditional Hungarian home-made brandy, with usually around 50% alcohol–
from his flask before his first train starts in the morning; and when Bulcsú wants to invite Sophie for a coffee, he 
takes her to the subway’s coffee vending machine. Thus, in Kontroll bodily activities such as eating, drinking, 
washing, peeing and sexuality are presented in ways that alienate the (male) characters from the dominant, 
idealizing cinematic tradition. 
In Male Subjectivity at the Margins Kaja Silverman connects the crisis of masculinity with ideological 
fatigue and the crisis of the dominant fiction. Following Althusser, Silverman contends that becoming a subject 
happens as the result of a kind of interpellation, during which the subject recognizes oneself as the one called on 
by the imperative of the Law (or culture or power). What Silverman calls attention to, however, is the 
unconscious aspect of our acceptance of the formative ideologies and constructive fantasies organizing societies 
as well as the bodies and subjects inhabiting it, the phantasmic background needed for successful interpellation. 
In this post-Lacanian perspective that breaks with the rationalist conceptualization of the social contract, the 
subject’s acceptance of the dominant ideology, world-view and corporeal ideals can be described in terms of a 
belief, rather than a rationally achieved consensus. In other words, the illusionary unity of both society and ego 
require some kind of belief. In Silverman’s terms it is through this ideological belief in the dominant fiction that 
the “reality” of any given society and the normative identities of the people inhabiting it are produced. 
Silverman argues that the fundamental forms of bodies, subjectivities and world-views of societies as well as the 
possible ways of relating to these are produced through consciously rarely reflected, ideological fantasies, in 
ways that Butler would call performative: “I want to emphasize once again that the dominant fiction not only 
offers the representational system by means of which the subject typically assumes sexual identity, and takes on 
the desires commensurate with that identity, but forms the stable core around which a nation’s and a period’s 
‘reality’ coheres.”15 
Silverman also makes it clear “that ‘exemplary’ male subjectivity cannot be thought apart from 
ideology, not only because ideology holds out the mirror within which that subjectivity is constructed, but 
because the latter depends upon a kind of collective make-believe...”.16 For Silverman–who follows a Marxist-
psychoanalytic-feminist paradigm–the basic element of this ideological belief in Western societies is the 
equation of the penis and the phallus, that is, the male subject’s essential connection with power and knowledge. 
In my opinion, few films comment on the connection between the male subject’s exclusion from power and the 
crisis of masculinity with such clarity as Kontroll, yet I would argue that the object of ideological belief may 
need further explorations and specifications because of the Eastern European context. I believe that it is worth 
further explorations to understand what kinds of bodies and identities are produced in a post-communist context, 
in a historical and/or cultural situation in which, as a result of certain relatively easily identifiable historical 
traumas, the belief in the dominant fictions, idealized images and formative ideologies of Western culture has 
wavered. What kinds of bodies, subjectivities and identities are produced on the screen in an Eastern-European 
context, where this unconditional belief does not work, where its mostly unconscious ideological premises are 
consciously reflected and questioned? I would argue that it is this lack of blind ideological belief, this bitter fruit 
of traumatic knowledge that grows only at the backside of history that motivates the weird characters and other 
kinds of bodies in Kontroll. 
According to Silverman, idealization is essential to identification (both cinematic and other), the 
production of ideal images and their internalization are crucial to identity-making and mainstream cinema, yet it 
is precisely the lack of this blind belief that one encounters in such aesthetically complex films from Eastern 
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Europe as Kontroll. I argue that aesthetic complexity–for example Kontroll being simultaneously grotesque, sad 
and funny–and self-reflexivity are the direct results of this incredulity towards idealized images. “There is 
nothing more intoxicating than self-love” says Silverman,17 indicating that this intoxication and euphoria that we 
feel “when we imaginarily coincide with the ideal ego”18 while watching mainstream cinema is responsible for 
the flatness of that cinema and its characters. Yet, this narcissistic drug of Hollywood cinema seems to be 
scornfully rejected by many Eastern European films, and together with it go the character types, modes of 
identification and lack of intellectual reflection typical there. Of course, the reason is not the general intellectual 
superiority of Eastern European people, but rather the bitter knowledge learnt through historical trauma. 
Let me approach the issue from a less abstract and theoretical standpoint, through a personal narrative. 
In the summer of 2013, when I was about to give a paper on Kontroll at the NECS conference in Prague, I also 
used the Prague underground, where I understood another aspect of the ideological belief that keeps societies 
together. While I was standing on the platform in the crowd, waiting for the next train, the film’s scenes where 
people were pushed under the metro lived quite vividly in my mind. The uneasiness and slight anxiety this 
caused made me understand that we are seldom as vulnerable as when we are standing on the platform: here, 
when the train arrives, with a slight impetus, even the wobbliest old lady may give us a push that would 
probably make us end up on the rails. In the subway we are all vulnerable: maybe we try to exercise control over 
our lives in most situations, we lock the bike in front of the supermarket, we do not travel with drunken drivers, 
and we check the date of expiry of the food we buy, yet, in the metro we are left to the goodwill of our fellow 
citizens. In the metro we can understand that there are several social processes (as the metro) that would not 
work without our trust (or belief) in the goodwill of others. The community works only as long as we do not 
push each other under the train coming, as long as we keep to a set of unspoken and mostly unconsciously 
agreed to normative agreements. If one loses faith in these agreements, one stops using the metro, withdraws 
from social life and starts building a bunker in the backyard instead with canned food, barbed wire and machine 
guns. In other words, in an allegorical sense, Kontroll’s serial killer embodies the collapse of the ideological 
belief fundamental to the working of society. He is the alien body that signifies the malfunctioning of the 
dominant fiction. Yet, the hooded killer is not the only symptom: this malfunctioning can be read all over the 
physical appearance of Bulcsú and the rest of the main male characters. 
Most critics of the film also interpret the figure of the serial killer in a social or historical context, or 
read it as the direct sign of the disintegration of social order or social malfunctioning. Jobbit, for example, 
argues that “Bulcsú’s unresolved confrontation with his nemesis (a spectral figure that is quite likely his 
doppelgänger), parallels Hungary’s confrontation with its own past within the context of post-communist 
transformation and European integration”,19 while Topping holds that “the mysterious figure functions as a 
metaphor for an urban sickness that the film suggests is created by the alienation, struggles and pressures of 
modern society”.20 Sarolta Mezei, similarly, regards the hooded figure as an expression of the impossibility of 
social order and its insurmountable heterogeneousness.
21
 In my opinion, most of these allegorical interpretations 
are convincing, however, they shed little light on those specifically Eastern European sociological, cultural and 
socio-psychological phenomena that, I would argue, must be understood if one wants to comprehend why order 
falls to pieces in the Budapest underground, why the controllers are so dishevelled, and why most of our 
characters regard the bits and pieces of human bodies between the rails with such resigned melancholy. 
Many social scientists believe that the most important problem of Eastern European post-communist 
societies is the lack or weakness of belief in the values granting social coherence. According to the 2013 study 
of TÁRKI Social Research Institute, “Hungary is mostly characterised by a lack of trust: we do not trust either 
people or social institutions, and we generally sense a high degree of corruption”.22 This lack may not only 
hinder economic development (that was the reason why TÁRKI was asked to research these issues), but it may 
very well be connected to such worrying social phenomena as Hungary’s above mentioned record high suicide 
rate, high tax evasion of the region, black market, corruption, and the fluctuating level of social solidarity. In 
2009 the distinguished Hungarian sociologist, Elemér Hankiss wrote: “This profound compartmentalization of 
society, the never discussed, yet burning issue of social injustice has disrupted Hungarian society. It has made 
some kind of ‘public spirit’, social-national sense of community, or relatively strong social cohesion practically 
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impossible to appear (the kind for which we have such splendid examples in the countries of Western, and 
especially Northern Europe)”.23 According to Hankiss, as a result of a series of unfortunate or poorly resolved 
historical situations, “it is no wonder that in the past two decades autonomous and responsible civic spirit and 
behaviour grew very slowly and with difficulty in this country. Yet, this would be the spirit that could free the 
country from the trap of underdevelopment”.24 
Hungary, of course, has been colonized and exploited by Soviet imperialism and later by multinational 
capitalism, and “it no longer seems necessary to argue that the postsocialist region is postcolonial”.25 Yet, the 
subterranean spaces of Kontroll are not so empty and barren; its characters are not outcast and homeless solely 
because of this postsocialist heritage. The lack of fantasies, ideologies and values creating the social-cultural 
possibilities of (relatively) normative identities (the causes of which may go back to several centuries) plays an 
equally important a role. Apparently, similarly to the way individual people with too much frustration or trauma 
find it difficult to trust a more optimistic world view, Eastern Europe’s postcommunist societies with their fair 
share of historical frustrations and traumas have trouble developing the kind of ideological belief necessary for 
less neurotic identities and socially and economically more productive social processes. Let me emphasise once 
again that (following Althusser, Silverman and Hankiss) I think that what is at stake is not so much finding a 
community’s “true” identity: the question is rather what fantasies and ideologies lead to what kinds of identities 
and cultural processes, and more specifically, what kinds of results follow from the weakness of the “dominant 
fiction” in such marginalized communities as those of Eastern-Europe. Silverman argues that “history 
sometimes manages to interrupt or even deconstitute what a society assumes to be its master narratives and 
immanent Necessity – to undo our imaginary relation to the symbolic order, as well as to the other elements 
within the social formation with which that order is imbricated”.26 The bonding of the human body with the 
social body takes place through similar kinds of ideologies and fantasies as those responsible for the coherence 
of the personal ego or body. Following the footsteps of Foucault and Silverman, one could argue that the 
integration of the body with social processes can be understood as a kind of binding of the body, a process in 
which the contours and meaning of the body is fixed, bound, defined, a process made possible by the fantasies 
articulating the relationship of the community and the subject. It may be of equal importance in this context that 
in the last one hundred years cinema played a key role in spreading these constructive fantasies, and in making 
them look normal, desirable and acceptable. The social binding of the body (so as to use the Freudian term 
picked up by Silverman too) simultaneously means the integration of the body in social practices or its 
biopolitical embeddedness as well as its supplying it with symbolic meaning. It is in this theoretical context that 
Bulcsú’s homelessness becomes truly significant: his lack of being connected to a permanent residence, his 
body’s lack of locatable coordinates, the way it resists integration into the social matrix and its practices all talk 
about the lack of binding, his not being well-bound to and by the orders of meaning and power. Bulcsú is the 
“floating signifier” of the social matrix, whose anchor has been cut by some unspoken past event: his identity 
and his self are as fluid and heterogeneous as his wounded, bleeding, uncared for body. 
If one is to accept Jobbit’s premise that “Kontroll is an allegorical expression of the problematic and 
largely unfulfilled fantasies of integration and redemption that have accompanied Hungary’s so-called ‘return to 
Europe’”,27 then it is easy to realise that the “unbound” openness of Bulcsú’s body mirrors his split personality, 
the gap between the benevolent ticket inspector and the hooded serial killer, and the dilemmas Hungary faced 
and to a large extent still faces in its relation to the EU: integration and redemption are equally key metaphors 
from the physical, psychological and social points of view.
28
 Similarly to the infinitely repeated message of the 
London underground (the philosophical undertones of which I never stopped wondering about), the Budapest 
metro also keeps reminding us to “Mind the gap”. It is here that the gaps, cracks and abysses between fantasies 
of body, self, society, integration and “harsh realities” show their unnerving depth. It is no coincidence that the 
existential undertones of mass societies as well as the anxieties relating to their fundamental fantasies are 
spelled out on the margins, in the Budapest underground. 
I consider it very meaningful from the point of view of my present argument that such “apostate” 
bodies appear in “the West” in art-house films that deliberately turn against the ideology of mainstream cinema, 
or in case of Hollywood productions only at times of great historical crisis. As Silverman points it our several 
times in Male Subjectivity at the Margins, such marginal masculinities can be mostly found in American 
mainstream cinema in films made directly after WW2. This fact affirms the intimate link between the bodies 
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appearing on the screen and the malfunctioning of the dominant fiction–the kind of connection between the 
individual body and collective cultural events that I have been arguing for in the case of Kontroll. As I have 
indicated above, in the film the lack of control over bodies is linked with frustrated and traumatised egos and the 
instability and incoherence of personalities. This concerns most characters, thus evidently we are facing a 
collective cultural situation in which, similarly to the post-WW2 films Silverman analyses, groups of men may 
“withdraw their belief from the dominant fiction”.29 
In the third scene of Kontroll, right after the scene introducing Bulcsú with his bleeding nose, the 
camera shows a paper tray of French fries, onto which somebody is just putting a large amount of ketchup (Fig. 
2-7). The cut creates a montage, a figurative connection between blood and ketchup, in a way similar to the 
previous inter-scene cut between the deserted red shoe and Bulcsú. All these scenes evoke the idea of blood, 
loss, trauma, wounds and violence, yet the image of ketchup on French fries puts all this in an ironic, grotesque, 
reflected, post-modern context, which also associates the above motifs with the Americanisation and 
globalisation of Eastern Europe. In this scene Muki, pissed off by the Professor’s smart-ass comments on his 
eating unhealthy “shit”, has a sudden a narcoleptic attack and falls face down right into his tray of fries and 
ketchup (Fig. 2-8). (As we learn, this is the way Muki reacts to stressful situations.) This otherwise grotesquely 
comic scene also puts the image of the post-communist male body in the context of the representation of 
traumatic masculinities in art history. The image of Muki evokes the motif of the dead soldier lying in the 
battlefield, an iconic image of the breakdown of the dominant fiction. Let me refer here to a recent article by 
Eszter Balogh on the representation of men in WW1, and the famous example of Christopher Nevinson’s Paths 
of Glory (1917), a painting showing two soldiers lying face down in the bloody mud of the battlefield in 
apocalyptic scenery (Fig. 2-9).
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The First World War was not only a never before seen historical trauma because of the staggering 
death tolls, but also because of the loss of heroic ideals and fantasies constructive of traditional masculinities. As 
Balogh and other historians point out, the new machine guns that kill masses from the distance, trench warfare, 
the miserable life in the mud of the trenches destroyed all the concepts of chivalry and glorious, noble fighting 
that made many of these men march gladly into war. In Nevinson’s painting the soldiers lie face down, the same 
as Muki in the fries and ketchup. We do not see their faces; the soldier nearer to us shows his buttocks to us, 
signifying degradation and vulnerability. There is nothing heroic in these postures: the faces turn downwards, 
not towards the sublime infinity of the sky well known from representations of heroic or “glorious” death. These 
soldiers do not become one with a superhuman order in their deaths: visually they merge with the mud of the 
barren landscape. The human body is deprived of its privileged ontological and iconological status. Nevinson’s 
picture shows the male body without the uplifting fantasies, its true tragic qualities do not stem from death 
alone, but from a meaningless death, from the loss of all those highly ideological meta-narratives that 
traditionally make men’s bodies, lives and deaths meaningful. 
One may find telling similarities and differences when juxtaposing Kontroll’s wounded (bleeding, 
vomiting, involuntarily urinating) bodies with Nevinson’s soldiers, or such male characters of Silverman’s 
analyses as those in The Best Years of Our Lives (William Wyler, 1946, fig. 2-10). Though we see men in crisis 
in all three cases (the main characters in Wyler’s film are soldiers returning from WW2, suffering from PTSD, 
finding it difficult to fit in the new America), this situation is represented in different ways. Both Nevinson and 
Wyler apply realistic means of representation, and both lament on the loss of the old values. Kontroll’s 
aesthetic, however, is rather self-reflexive, post-modern, mixing the loss of illusions with black humour. The 
overall effect is tragicomic and ironic: though most characters are still struggling for a physically expressed 
integrity, they would still like to be “men”, the films seems to suggest that this is not so important at all. Post-
traumatic stress, the feeling of dejection, these open and dishevelled bodies are not things to be really worried 
about. Furthermore, and even more importantly, these characteristics do not seem to disturb most Eastern 
European spectators in their identification and cinematic enjoyment either. Apparently, we are not only used to 
see and have these kinds of bodies and identities, but we also find them likeable. Kontroll seems to have 
achieved what Silverman in her analysis of idealization in The Threshold of the Visible World considers to be 
one of the goals of a more ethical cinema:
31
 it practices characterization and identification without idealization. 
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